Digital Museums

COVID-19 has forever changed museums. Museum directors, museum board members, museum staff, city managers, and mayors must understand how and why museums have changed to connect with audiences and create sustainable museums for this forever changed museum landscape.

Contact Museum Planning LLC to plan and create digital experiences for your museum audiences. Services include;

- Digital Museum Master Planning
- Digital Museum Strategic Planning
- Digital Museum Experience Design (Online, In-person, and Mixed Online and In-person)
- Digital Museum Marketing

Using the tools of interactive museum communication including;

- Augmented Reality (AR)
- Extended Reality (XR)
- Virtual Reality (VR)
- Projection-Mapping
- Artificial Intelligence (AI)
- Tangible Digital

The shift to digital is necessary for museums to stay relevant and sustainable.

Contact Mark to set up a video call to discuss how we can create digital strategies and experiences for your museum's audiences.
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